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Introduction
One of the mechanisms that the New York Bar Foundation and other charitable organizations have used to fund charitable activities is the petition of courts and counsel for cy pres awards for potential residual funds from class action settlements. This article describes the cy pres mechanisms generally and some of the successes the New York Bar Foundation has achieved.

A fertile source of funding for nonprofits exists where unclaimed, or “residual,” funds are left over from class action settlements. The doctrine of cy pres, from the Norman French phrase cy pres comme possible (“as near as possible”), may be invoked when courts wish to allocate unclaimed funds that are left over from a settlement at the end date of the distribution process. That date arrives when either all known plaintiffs have been made whole or when distributions have ceased according to an end date specified by either the settlement or the court (“claim deadline”). Cy pres may also factor in settlement agreements where parties seek to prophylactically plan for the disposition of unclaimed monies through what are known as “cy pres” distribution provisions.
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Class Action Settlements
Outside its application to charitable trusts, the *cy pres* doctrine is most frequently applied in the class action setting,6 where cases involve named representatives acting on behalf of numerous absent class members.7 Class action complaints may implicate putative classes of thousands or even millions of potential claimants who are subsumed under the class definition.8 In this context, funds may go unclaimed because some class members remain unidentified and therefore unaware of pending settlements or because eligible class members who are otherwise entitled to funds fail to submit claims as required9 or because the individual recovery amounts do not exceed procedural costs.10 These residual funds are ripe sources of potential monies for nonprofits savvy enough to petition the court to invoke the *cy pres* doctrine. The court may approve such a distribution if the end destination befits the original interests and composition of the class.11

Eleemosynary Organizations
Charities and the foundations that support them may petition courts and counsel under the *cy pres* doctrine to receive distributions of residual funds.12 Organizations that choose to do so must keep in mind the foundational basis for the doctrine that the residual funds must serve goals closely related to the underlying claims that presaged the settlement in question.13

Legal and Practical Considerations in Making Requests

Legal Considerations
In a class action settlement arising in federal court, the district court judge plays an active role as a steward of the class’s interests and as a counterweight to the sometimes conflicting pecuniary interests of counsel.14 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(e)(1)(A) mandates the court to conduct a fairness hearing in order to protect the interests of the class.15 The goal of the court is to determine whether the settlement is fair, reasonable and adequate by examining whether the interests of the class are better served by settlement than by further litigation.16 In doing so, the court considers whether the claims process is likely to be fair and equitable in its operation.17

The court reviews the settlement as a whole, including *cy pres* provisions, and has within its equitable authority the ability to deny a *cy pres* assignment if it finds that the charity in question does not suit the goals of the underlying litigation; but the court may not rewrite the settlement agreement.18 Alternatively, parties may provide in the settlement agreement that the court may, at its discretion, choose a charity to benefit from any residual funds; however, this can be disfavored.19 If nothing is provided in the settlement, the court will face the whole cloth dilemma of how to dispense residual funds.

The district court has great discretion in deciding how to award these residual funds.20 and, generally, the unclaimed funds may be distributed by the court in one of three ways: (1) reversion to the defendant; (2) disbursement to other class members who have filed claims; or (3) *cy pres* distributions.21 Courts have diverged in their treatment of the *cy pres* doctrine. Some judges express skepticism,22 preferring monies to be returned to the defendant,23 but others hold that a *cy pres* distribution is an appropriate way “for a court to put any unclaimed settlement funds to their ‘next best compensation use, e.g., for the aggregate, indirect, prospective benefit of the class.’”24 Cognizance of these regional variations is an important aspect in developing a persuasive petition.

*Cy pres* distributions must be tied to the underlying litigation — “the nature of the plaintiffs’ lawsuit, the objectives of the underlying statutes, and the interests of the silent class members, including their geographic diversity.”25 In seeking to apply this standard, the First Circuit, for example, has adopted the “reasonable approximation” test, based on the American Law Institute Principles of Aggregate Litigation enunciated in § 3.07(c): “[W]hen feasible, the recipients should be those ‘whose interests reasonably approximate those being pursued by the class.’”26 This recurrent test is perhaps the most important component of a successful petition for residual funds. Nonprofits and charities should be aware and considerate of this governing standard. For example, the court in *In re Lupron* cited numerous sister circuits that have applied the reasonable approximation test in rejecting *cy pres* awards to charitable organizations, and it stated that “[i]n these cases make clear, the mere fact that a recipient is a charitable or public interest organization does not itself justify its receipt of a *cy pres* award.”27 The primary focus of a petition for residual funds should be to explain to the court how the funds will be used and the nature of the organizations to whom they may be awarded, including specific charities, if known.

*Cy pres* awards must conform to the geographic nature of the underlying class and nature of the litigation. Courts have also considered the geographic makeup of the *cy pres* recipients and compared them to the geographic composition of the class. In *In re Airline Antitrust Ticket Commission*, the Eighth Circuit held that a *cy pres* distribution in a national class action suit against airlines to mostly local recipients was an abuse of the district court’s discretion.28 In the Tenth Circuit, the District Court of New Mexico stated that because many corporations, especially national corporations, are incorporated in Delaware or other eastern states, or large states, it may be that class litigation is concentrated in areas like the Southern District of New York [or] in certain Californian districts; thus, concentrated, urban areas may benefit more from class litigation than more rural, sparsely populated areas,
like New Mexico, which have few particularly large corporations and few national class actions.29

A successful petition will convince the court that the cy pres recipient will provide indirect benefit to the class by being similar in nature or in geographic composition.

Practical Considerations
In order to bolster the credibility of the organization, re-granting entities, such as the New York Bar Foundation, may articulate to the court whether there are legal or administrative fees associated with the distribution of grant money. There are some techniques for a successful petition to be considered.

Obtaining cy pres awards requires vigorous efforts to earn the trust of judges, uncover settlement funds that should be paid out to charities, locate suitable recipients, and provide accountability.

Although every litigation is affected by its own set of facts and circumstances, the following are strategic guidelines that petitioners for cy pres awards may wish to consider:

1. Identify the goals, strengths, and capabilities of your foundation, and the charities to which the foundation may be donating.
2. Identify cases that fit the paradigm (both old and new cases).
3. Research the particular circuit court, district court, and how the judges have ruled in previous cases involving the cy pres doctrine.
4. Articulate why the petitioner-foundation is particularly well-suited to identify suitable charities and to distribute funds.
5. Contact plaintiff’s counsel and express desire to be involved with the possibility of helping to distribute residual funds.
6. Petition the court.

Include a detailed description of the proposed charities, their mission and use of the grant monies in relation to the underlying goals of the litigation. Alternatively, explain how the use of the grant monies will provide an indirect benefit to the class.

The New York Bar Foundation, for example, as a leading provider of cy pres assistance to courts and counsel, uses speeches, meetings and brochures to cultivate contacts in cases where cy pres monies might result. The New York Bar Foundation has a small administrative staff and a zealous board, who understand the legal system and unmet needs. This energy and knowledge is coupled with financial oversight of the board’s finance and investment committees, making the Foundation a go-to organization for judges and class action counsel for cy pres awards.

The Foundation reports that cy pres matters have included:

- White v. First American Registry30: Federal District Judge Lewis A. Kaplan awarded $1.2 million cy pres funds to the Foundation to re-grant to organizations addressing improper tenant screening practices. Board members with background in legal services and housing issues made site visits to the five grantees, interviewed program managers, and required true-ups of budgets against actual spending. Programs improved access to fair housing and helped families avoid homelessness.
- Pinnacle31: $2 million+ of settlement funds were ordered by the Honorable Colleen McMahon to be administered by the Foundation, to oversee promised improvements in housing conditions for low-income New Yorkers.

- City of Detroit v. Grinnell32: Chief Judge Preska, in Manhattan, entrusted The New York Bar Foundation to re-grant $850K to an entrepreneurship program for disabled veterans at Syracuse University and an antitrust technology policy center at University of Pennsylvania Law School. These funds, from a long-forgotten antitrust settlement, helped improve disabled veterans’ prospects and business ethics nationwide. Board members with technology knowledge made site visits and provided accountability over the three-year grant period.

Obtaining cy pres awards requires vigorous efforts to earn the trust of judges, uncover settlement funds that should be paid out to charities, locate suitable recipients, and provide accountability. These awards are increasing access to justice to our society as a whole, in this unique and high-impact way.
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